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Dumped before Valentine's Day
“Well one of the

Dan Olson biggest reasons that
Journal Staff I came to Boston
from
California
One of the five largest was for the snow,
winter storms in Boston’s thinking every place
history, Nemo dumped a on the east coast
total of 21.8 inches of snow snows every week
on Beantown. While there during the winter,”
was only one reported storm Macisaac laughed.
related fatality, CNN tallied “When I heard
over 600,000 people without about this storm I
power in the following days.
was so excited! It
Of course, the major public was cool having
transit services, particularly everyone home and
the MBTA, were greatly just snuggling by
affected by the storm. After the TV all weekend.
being closed from 3 p.m. The town looked so
Friday through Saturday, all spooky and empty
lines of the T extended limited with all of the stores
service as early as Sunday closed and the cars
evening, resuming full service full of snow.”
on Monday morning for rushNot everyone had
hour.
such a picturesque
Power outages, delayed experience.
The
public transportation, freezing monster blizzard sprinkled Boston area. The similarities
pipes, lack of heat, and not four to five inches of snow are eerily striking; the 2013
blizzard hit only
two days after the
< ‘
.
I
35th anniversary
of ‘78. Both storms
had snowfall totals
between 20 inches
to 30 inches. And,
-i-' *
' I
in both cases, the
hardest hit towns
Revere,
were
Hull, Scituate and
Sandwich.
As the clouds
clear and people
■'M
begin to dig out
just days after
Nemo
swims
away, NSTAR is
still
reporting
'
over
60,000
nu
.
Tu-L.
u
homes
are
without
Photos by Ally Thibault
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to mention nearly two feet of
snow would greatly alter the
lives of anyone, but particularly
college commuter students.
Suffolk students live in
many areas of Greater Boston
and have had a wide range of
experiences associated with
the storm.
“I
remember
seeing
someone skiing down Glenville
Ave,” said Morgan Macisaac, 19,
of Allston. “That’s something
I’ll never forget.”
Macisaac is in her second
year at Suffolk and grew up in
California. The biology major
is seeing first-hand what a New
England winter can do.

per hour on the metro Boston
area and hovered over a path
of over tens of millions of
people, according to CNN
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino
and Governor Deval Patrick
issued a state of emergency
and a driving ban, respectively,
shortly after the storm
approached the Boston area.
In an interview with the
Associated Press, Menino is
quoted as saying, “This is a
storm of major proportions.
Stay off the roads. Stay home.”
For many, words like these
evoke images of the infamous
Blizzard of 1978, the largest
storm on record to hit the

power in the metro-Boston
area.
However, since the
dust cleared, the company
has serviced over one-million
other patrons, leaving only
five percent of its customers
still affected.
Despite the glimmer of
hope emerging. Nemo has also
left behind a trail of other
destructive problems.
“Although
I
didn’t
lose power, the freezing
temperatures caused my pipes
to freeze,” said Liza Morong,
20, of Back Bay. “I was left
without heat for 12 hours,
which wasn’t too bad but still
really cold!”
Although Morong’s outlook
did not show signs of a silver
lining, she and her friends
created one anyway.
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“Me and my friends went
outside on Friday night and
played in the snow,” she said.
“We wanted to make the best
of it. We ran down Mass. Ave.
and slide on our stomachs
because the roads were
completely empty.”
Like many others, Morong
joined the efforts to dig out
herself and others on the
morning after.
“Being the youngest person
in my building, I wanted
to help out...so, I shoveled;
through probably a four foot
snow drift.”
If there is actually any silver
lining for all of the Bostonians
affected by Nemo, it is that
during any natural disaster
everyone can work as one.
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PossibilityProjoctVistsSuffolk

Tuesday, February 5
4:28 p.m.
150 Tremont

Disorderly conduct. Judicial internal.

Saturday, February 9
3:37 p.m.
West Street

EMPOWERING TEENA6ERS TO CREWE A BETTER WORLD

Other agency assist-assault. BPD as
sumed jurisdiction.

connect to. They played games Also, 20 to 30 percent have

Miles Halpine similar to ice-breakers to get had a friend or family member
Journal Staff the mood going, but Griffin killed by gun violence.
***Tmgger Warning***

Sunday, February 10
1:59 a.m.
150 Tremont

Liquor law violation-possession of alco
hol by a minor. Report filed.

Journal Staff
Valentine Wishes
To my roommates, all my friends at Suffolk, and to
my boyfriend, James, Happy Valentine's Day.
Love, Melissa
To Katie. Thanks for four and a half amazing
years. Let's hope the real world is not as scary
as they tell us it is.
Love, Ivan
Dear Pillow, I enjoy your shape and comfiness —
thank you for letting me decompress and shove
my hair into your threading.
Love, Ethan
To my Valentine, the hardest thing I have to do
is tear myself away from your warm embrace
every morning. I love you Bed.
P.S. - Don't tell sleep I said this.
Sincerely, Soleil B.

Naimed
Cranium
BY Jon Langberg

Paul Griffin, the Founder
and President of The PossibilityProject, visited Suffolk last
week to discuss his efforts and
what his organization has done
over the past several decades.
On Wednesday night, Griffin
gave a two-hour presentation
in the G. Walsh Theatre,
beginning at 5:30 p.m., which
was open to the general public.
Griffin,
a
supportive
advocate for the arts and
stronger youth development
for almost 20 years, showed an
ABC News Nightline segment
from 1995 when he was just
a year into his project in
Washington, D.C. called Gity
at Peace. It detailed how he
brought together a few dozen
troubled teenagers and, in
just a few months, they wrote
and performed their own
musical based on the real-life
experiences they had endured.
All the students, although
still having to go through
unfortunate and sometimes
tragic incidents in life,
eventually
became
best
friends. However, at first, they
were unintentionally divided
into various t}^es of cliques
in school based on different
social aspects of life, mostly
by race, interests, gender,
and ethnicity. This had a
significant effect on them in
the beginning because, as the
Nightline report showed, they
immediately went straight to
a separate handful of those
they could relate or strongly

asked them questions on
issues evolving around family,
violence, domestic conflict, and
other potential stress inducers
for high school students.
Throughout the few months
that they practiced each week
for the musical, the students’
lives continued as many had
more growing troubles in their
daily lives. The topics included
students getting beat up for
being gay and having AIDS,
gun violence with gangs, and
illegal drug use. Even though
they were not close at all to
begin with, the relationships
amongst the group grew
stronger and stronger. When
one of their cast members
gets shot in the leg, just a
month before they were set
to perform, and some of his
fellow students visited him in
the hospital. With every year
that passed since then, the
success stories are increasing
at an impressive rate.
In his presentation, Griffin
included statistics based on
the students who participated
in his organization Gity At
Peace, which is now called The
Possibility Project. About 80-90
percent of students would be
considered “youth of color,” 70
to 80 percent are low-income,
and more or less a quarter
of them are identify as LGBT
youth. Surprisingly, 80 to 90
percent of them have been
hit by an adult. Also, 50 to 60
percent of young women and
20 to 30 percent of young men
are victims of sexual violence.

Griffin, who started as
Artistic Director for Gity at
Peace in 1994, described
The
Possibility’s
Project’s
seven outcomes as “crosscultural understanding, non
violent conflict resolution,
leadership, community action
and responsibility, positive
sense of future, performing
arts excellence, [and] college
attainment.”
While discussing the work
that the Project does, Griffin
did not hesitate to mention
another problem which has
affected millions nationwide:
foster care. Adding with
the pattern of informative
statistics, Griffin said that half
of “foster care youth will be
unemployed,” and that “60
percent will be convicted of a
crime.”
“Foster care is a foreign
country,”
Griffin
said
explaining how so many of
us are unaware of its impact
on American society. He said
that “life is upside-down for
foster youth” in the sense that
“what others take for granted,
like love, foster youth have
to create for themselves...
abandonment affects trust.
So it must come first, from
something else.”
The event was sponsored
by the Gollege of Arts and
Sciences, the Distinguished
Visiting Scholars program
and
the
Government
Department. There was roughly
fifty people in attendance
during Griffin’s presentation.
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Photo courtesy ot The Possibility Project Facebook
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Suffolk students hit the Frog Pond ice
Joey Johnson
Journal Staff
Suffolk students braved
the deep snow this Sunday,
and joined many others at the
Boston Common Frog Pond for
a free skate session, followed
by hot chocolate and cookies
at 150 Tremont.
The annual event js hosted
by both the Department of
Residence Life and the Alumni
Association. It was open only
to Suffolk students, which
allows for many kids to be able
to skate freely without feeling
pressured.
“It’s been going on for
longer than I can remember,
honestly,”
says
Caroline
Davis, Associate Director of
Residence Life. “At least five
years I think.”
Sophomore Dialis Molina
took
advantage
of the
opportunity to try her hand at
skating.

‘Tve never tried skating
before in my life,” she said, “I
really wanted to go last year, so
when I saw that it was coming
back I was really excited. Also
the fact that it’s free makes it
really easy. And since the rink
isn’t as packed as it usually is,
it helps with learning.”
With the weekend’s blizzard
having come and gone, the
danger of the event being
cancelled subsided.
“We talked pretty much
all weekend with the Frog
Pond people, and made sure
everything was squared away,”
said Davis. “Since the storm
has gone, it’s actually really
nice weather for skating. It’s
warm enough for people to
enjoy themselves. We had to
ask for the nice fog though,”
she joked.
The event went from
5:30 p.m. until 8:30 p.m.,
and students were joined by
Rammy, who also skated,
:

Obama's State of
the Unbn speech
attempts to unite a
divided nation
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Miles Halpine the sense that they are “likely

Journal Staff [to] agree 100 percent with the
President’s case for bold laws
President Barack Obama that stop gun killings,” while
gave his annual State of having “to prepare for war if
the Union speech before a the president embraces cuts to
joint session of Congress Social Security benefits.”
which included the House
Green
continued
by
of Representatives, Senate, explaining how costs of living
Supreme
Court
Justices, adjustments
“would
hurt
various members of his millions of grandparents and
cabinet, and many other veterans by taking thousands
dignitaries.
of dollars out of their tiny
Grant Weaver, a sophomore budgets.
Cutting
Social
at Suffolk, explained he was Security benefits would also be
watching the speech “[out] political suicide for Democrats
of habit in part I guess,” and in 2014. There’s no need to
that he felt it to be “kind of do that, and our hope is that
my duty to watch and listen to the president doesn’t go there
see what the President hopes tonight.”
Turning to the matter of
the country can achieve this
year. And there’s always the gun control. Green mentioned
chance of a once in a lifetime how PGGC’s new TV ad
JFK calling on Americans to go that features “a gun owner
to the moon kind of moment.” supporting the President’s
Weaver,
who
is
an gun plan will air tonight in
international affairs major, Washington, DG and Senator
said he hoped Obama would McConnell’s homestate of
mention “the economy, but Kentucky. President Obama
I really want to see what he can keep progressives and the
has to say about North Korea’s majority of Americans aligned
nuclear test, and how it relates behind him if he continues
to the ‘policy swing’ focusing to lead on guns and takes
Social Security benefits off the
the military on Asia.”
Leading up to the speech negotiating table.”
After his
considerably
itself, Adam Green, co-founder
of the Progressive Ghange liberal inauguration speech,
Gampaign Committee (PCCC), where he mentioned LGBT
a liberal group with nearly one rights and immigration, many
million members nationwide, expected similar remarks
released a statement earlier in from the President. Liberal
the day. He began by saying democrats hoped for more of
that “progressives may be torn the similar political speak, but
in two directions tonight,” in this time with preparations for

-
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Dialis Molina, .
sophomore,
en|oying her
first ice skating
experience.
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real action on the issues.
Matthew
Gifford,
a
freshman majoring in political
science, said he was watching
the speech because of its
importance as part of our
society every year. He believes
“every American, whatever
party you are affiliated with
or whether you support or
disapprove of the President,
should watch the SOTU as
it allows us citizens the
opportunity to acknowledge
the President’s efforts and
ideas and be able to reflect
on them as individuals.” He
also added that “[as] we all
know the economy is one of

the major topics in our nation
currently, I hope the President
will touch base on Education,
the global issues with North
Korea, the continuing efforts
of bringing our troops home
from Afghanistan, and gun
control.”
After shaking numerous
hands, walking down the aisle
and up to the podium, Obama
began his speech with a quote
from a former president.
“Fifty-one years ago, John
F. Kennedy declared to this
Ghamber that ‘the Gonstitution
makes us not rivals for power
but partners for progressolt is
my task,’ he said, ‘to report the

State of the Union - to improve
it is the task of us all.’”
Obama went on to say
that the United States is
improving in many ways,
including with oil production,
automobile
manufacturing,
and the financial sector of our
economy. He described how
“[we] buy more American cars
than we have in five years, and
less foreign oil than we have in
twenty. Our housing market
is healing, our stock market is
rebounding, and consumers,
patients, and homeowners
enjoy stronger protections
than ever before. Together, we

See SOTUS page 4
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Phlosophy Department hosts
^
^ ^
gun control debate
AllyThibault existed in the late 1800s, not many different ideas to solving acquired
Asst. Managing Editor
In the wake of the mass
shooting in Newtown, Conn,
and the increased national
debateover firearm regulations,
Suffolk University’s philosophy
department decided to host
a gun rights colloquium for
students to discuss their
thoughts on the issue.
“Every time there is a
[mass] shooting there’s more
attention” to gun rights,
philosophy
department
chairman Gregory Fried said,
“It’s cyclical. There’s an ebb
and flow to the debate.” And
when the debate is charged
up by a violent incident, like
the events at Sandy Hook
Elementary in December, both
sides tend to radicalize their
arguments and demands.
In a packed conference
room
of
students
and
professors, with some people
even sitting in the hall for the
chance to participate in the
discussion. Fried described
two extreme ways to interpret
the second amendment to the
U.S. Constitution—the strict
constructionist view and the
living approach.
Through the eyes of a
strict constructionist,
the
articles
and
amendments
must be interpreted “in the
light of what the founders
thought at the time,” Fried
explained. In the case of the
second amendment then, the
word “arms” could only apply
to the gun technology that

From SOTUS page 3
have cleared away the
rubble of crisis, and can say
with
renewed
confidence
that the state of our union is
stronger.”
Similar to what he said
at his second inauguration,
Obama went into detail about
the necessity to focus efforts
on fixing the growing climate
change problems. “[For] the
sake of our children and our
future, we must do more to
combat climate change. Yes,
it’s true that no single event
makes a trend. But the fact
is, the 12 hottest years on
record have all come in the
last IS. Heat waves, droughts,
wildfires, and floods - all
are now more frequent and
intense. We can choose to
believe that Superstorm Sandy,
and the most severe drought
in decades, and the worst
wildfires some states have
ever seen were all just a freak
coincidence. Or we can choose
to believe in the overwhelming
judgment of science - and act
before it’s too late.”
Among the other wideranging topics discussed in
his 2013 State of the Union
I speech, Obama talked in detail

guns.
“Liability
insurance is an answer,” he
said, “It doesn’t restrict the
second amendment in any
way.” He described this system
working similar to the way

the advanced weaponry that
we have today. “The founders
could have only meant flint
lock muskets,” Fried said,
because that was the only kind
of firearm that was available
in their time. This reading of
the amendment would mean
that Americans only have the
constitutional right to own
flint-lock muskets and even
then only in the context of
building “a well-regulated
militia,” not a professional,
permanent standing army.
The living approach to
reading the constitution means
“interpreting the constitution
in the context of the times you
live in,” Fried said. If we take
the word “arms” to apply to
modern times, it could mean
anything from handguns to
high-tech military weapons.
An extreme interpretation
from this point of view would
suggest Americans have the
right to “keep and bear arms”
like tanks, ICBMs, and nuclear
bombs.
After
analyzing
other
historical perspectives on
the second amendment and
current statistics on gun
ownership and violence in
the U.S., Fried opened up
the discussion to student
and
professor
opinions.
From legislative loopholes
to mandatory gun insurance
proposals, support for carrying
concealed weapons in public
places to support for abolishing
the second amendment, the
Suffolk community discussed

in news reports across the
country. “Assault weapon is
a term used by politicians,”
he said, “Military grade and
assault weapon are not actual
gun classifications.” He also
stressed that “the guns [he]
uses in the military are not
available to the public.” The
student called himself a “gun
expert” from his military
training and said that when he
is not at school, he carries a
gun because of the possibility
of rare events like Sandy Hook.
Another student discussed
requiring gun owners to buy
gun insurance and register
guns in their name in order to
curb criminals using illegally

car insurance and registration
works. The student also
suggested
that
insurance
would act as a deterrent to
people amassing an “excessive”
amount of guns because the
insurance would make owning
guns more expensive.
One professor even argued
against the constitutional
basis of the entire second
amendment. He claimed that
since the amendment was put
in place to ensure a militia to
protect against foreign attacks,
domestic insurrections, and
government tyranny, then it
was no longer necessary when
a professional standing army
is in place. “All presumptions

about terrorism, immigration
reform,
cyber-security,
poverty with an increase to
a minimum wage of $9, the
Violence Against Women Act,
and Middle East diplomacy.
Obama later added that
the “promise of an AIDSfree generation [is] in our
reach.” He also announced a
nonpartisan commission to fix
voting, and declared that the
“American people demand it,
and so does our democracy!”
When it came to gun
control, many were curious to
see what the President had to
say. Obama spoke about the
gun control legislation that
is currently being brought
up in both the House of
Representatives
and
the
Senate.
“Each of these proposals
deserves a vote in Congress. If
you want to vote no, that’s your
choice. But these proposals
deserve a vote. Because in the
two months since Newtown,
more
than
a
thousand
birthdays, graduations, and
anniversaries have been stolen
from our lives by a bullet
from a gun.” He mentioned
how Hadiya Pendleton, a girl
who had been in his inaugural
parade just weeks before, had

been shot in Chicago. Then, a
moment that brought nearly
everyone in the room to their
feet.
“Hadiya’s parents, Nate
and Cleo, are in this chamber
tonight, along with more than
two dozen Americans whose
lives have been torn apart by
gun violence. They deserve a
vote,” Obama said.
“Gabby Giffords deserves
a vote,” he continued “[the]
families of Newtown deserve
a vote. The families of Aurora
deserve a vote. The families of
Oak Creek, and Tucson, and
Blacksburg, and the countless
other communities ripped
open by gun violence - they
deserve a simple vote.
In the conclusion of the
President’s speech. Weaver
explained that it “was the
most moving speech I have
ever heard. When President
Obama spoke about the
victims of all these horrible
tragedies deserved a vote
in regard to gun violence
reduction measures I could
hardly breathe,” and added
“[besides] that Obama spoke
about a bigger vision for the
world and the U.S. which I
really agreed upon. He talked
about climate change and

globalization, and the need to
build infrastructure in order
to improve our economy.”
As a follow-up, Neil Sroka,
press secretary for PCGC, also
released Adam Green’s reaction
to the President’s speech:
“President Obama’s words on
guns were absolutely inspiring.
Equally inspiring would be
some words Americans are still
waiting for - a promise that
Social Security, Medicare, and
Medicaid benefits will not be
cut. We’ll be working for these
important priorities in the
weeks ahead.”
After
watching
the
President’s speech Tuesday
night, Gifford, who is also
a senator for the Freshman
Class of 2016, said he
“believe [s] President Obama
did an amazing job tonight. His
presence, his words, his ability
to uphold the high standards
that many citizens hold him too
was truly inspirational. I am
more than pleased about what
he shared with the nation, and
I am looking forward to seeing
his words becoming actions.”
However, alongside those
who enjoyed and were inspired.
Republicans did not find
the President’s speech very
impressive. Katie Desrosiers, a

gun violence in America.
One student, a member of
the U.S. military, first wanted
to dispel gun classification
mix-ups that are widely used

r
Photo courtesy of -Steve Z~ Flickr

for the amendment are no
longer valid,” he said, so the
second amendment should be
abolished.
Most
students
were
concerned with ensuring that
people with mental illness do
not have access to guns. “We
don’t have specific guideline
on who should or shouldn’t
own a gun, in regards to
mental illness,” one student
said. Another student asked
how quantifying mental illness
and making laws excluding
certain people from owning
weapons could possibly be
federally managed. “Where
would the screening stop?”
he asked, wondering if the
government should go as far
to ask potential gun owners if
they live with or are in close
contact with someone who is
mentally unstable, and if this
should disqualify someone
from possessing a gun.
While
students’
and
professors’ opinions differed
greatly at times, the discussion
was always respectful and
intelligent. Professor Fried
conceded that unanimity on
gun rights in America is not on
the horizon any time soon but
educated discussions and ideas
can at least try to alleviate
issues of violence. The military
veteran student concluded
his argument by stating, “If
you’re a gun owner, it’s your
responsibility to not use your
gun unless it’s absolutely
necessary.”

junior majoring in government,
said “it continues to amaze [her]
how large government is. The
President once again laid out
more government intervention
to save an economy that is
in dire need of government
contraction.”
Marco Rubio, the freshman
U.S. Senator from Florida, was
selected to give the Republican
response after Obama’s speech
ended. Although many in the
media and on the Internet gave
him flack for pausing to snatch
up a quick drink of water,
the issues Rubio brought up
received much support from his
fellow Republican politicians
on taxes, immigration, and
Medicare. As a bilingual
Senator, he also provided
the Republican response in
Spanish. Just earlier this week,
TIME Magazine was published
with Rubio on the cover under
the title “Republican Savior.”
For those interested, there
were exactly 72 times that
the President paused while
members of the audience
clapped or gave him a standing
ovation. This number increased
from last year when it reached
51 during Obama’s 2012 State
of the Union speech.
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Suffok student comments on
waning crisis in Mail
Ryan Powell
International Editor
The crisis in Mali, which
has attracted considerable
attention in the past few
weeks, has illustrated signs

of progression. This has not
been without recognition
of a difficult path ahead in
achieving sovereignty from
the Islamist militants. The
crisis has gone from thoughts
of an imminent Islamist
militant takeover of one of

West Africa’s most respected
democracies, to refuge upheld
by French morale and military,
to ensuing eradication of the
unwelcome extremists from
Mali. This whirlwind of events
has settled to an extent and
it has been stated that French

J Hi
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Tuareg Militants Driving in the Desert Near Timbuktu

forces will hand the towel to
the Malian army and head
back to Europe by March.
As previously stated in
the Suffolk Journal, some
students on campus have not
been immune to this distress.
Suffolk student from Mali,
Dauda Wague, had family in
a town that was briefly seized
by the Islamist militants,
but thankfully he has finally
contacted his family who “are
safe and happy that nothing
happened. The network in
the town was not repaired for
a while,” Wague stated, but
eventually they got in contact.
“The Islamists in my
family’s town,” said Wague,
“came to avoid bombing by
the French. The Islamists did
not fit in in the town, they
just came and bought what
they wanted, did not steal
anything or talk to anyone.”
According to Wague, the
Islamist militants have been
able to hide in the north,
because they are amongst
populations speaking the
same language and of similar
appearance. In many instances,
the French military has easily

taken over towns in Northern
Mali because the militants are
covered for by their families
or people associated with
the cause; or they camp out
just beyond the towns' limits.
“The Islamist extremists
knew the French were
coming,”
said
Wague.
Therefore,
the
militants
either fled or dissociated with
any militaristic motivation.
This is the current issue
facing the city of Gao, in
Northern Mali, at the moment.
Fire has been exchanged
for a few days now, forcing
the French to come back
and support the Malian
army. The militants blend in
and make it difficult to tell
who is or is not an enemy.
Fortunately, the Islamist
extremists, who were well
armed with runoff from the
regime backing Muammar
Gaddafi in Libya, have been
forced into the depths of the
desert and mountains in the
North. For both the Malian
and French militaries, the

see MALI page 7

Protests revived over regime in Egypt
Gherardo Astaldi
Journal Staff
Once again Egyptians are
out in the streets. Two years
after Mubarak’s Egyptian
regime collapse and glimpses of
a democratic government were
underway, current President
Muhammad Morsi is decreasing
hopeful expectations that had
inspired and captured the
hearts and visions of many,
over an optimistic future
of change and prosperity.
Since the elected Muslim
Brotherhood
party
has
seemingly failed to establish
democratic measures and
is now seeking increasingly
more power, the peoples'
unanimous strive to achieve
Egypt’s freedom is still vibrant
and represents an escape
from the country’s totalitarian
past. Thousands of people
are currently protesting in
the streets against the party’s
intent to seek authority and
lay the foundations to a
regime strikingly analogous
to
the
previous
one.
Muhammad Morsi is failing
in many ways to arouse the
country’s uncontrolled desire
to strive towards democratic
political ideals. As the weekly
journal
The
Economist

reported “Mr. Morsi should
present himself as president
of all Egyptians, whatever
they think Islam should play
in public life. He should also
improve the police and the
courts by slowly trying to
instill democratic values."
This civil uproar seems
more anarchic —
and vengeful
than
the
revolution ^
in 2011. This
is
mostly
the
case
because the
government
has
not
enacted the
promises that
the
people
have waited
so long for.
Additionally,
the
riots
are
leading
the country
to
further
economic

distress

of openness to increase his
nation’s economy or he will
have to face civil outrage,
Tahir Square, the main
center where
the
first
demonstrations began, is yet
again filled with protestors
and demonstrators opposing
the government’s decisions,

w

that the Brotherhood might
want to use in order to gain
control over the population,
The Brotherhood seems to
be strikingly similar to the
political conception of “Big
Brother” described in George
Orwell’s novel, i 954 A distant
entity that ensures happiness

■>

Photo Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

and

towards

Protesters Marching on Tahir Square in Cairo

a
second
revolution. Chances are that
The
newly
drafted
the people will overthrow the constitution
includes
a
president and call up for new particular interpretation of
elections. Either
President Islamic law, which, according
Muhammad Morsi embraces to the opposition, raises fears
new diplomatic
measures over totalitarian measures

and freedom yet annihilates
the population’s mindfulness
of independent ideas and
rules. A loving government
body that the population
describes as a caregiver and

affectionate family member,
who, on the contrary, savagely
brainwashes the civilians’
understanding
of reality.
Egypt’s problem lies in its
constitution and its increase
in the government’s individual
power. The constitution must
be rephrased to give people
experience a true democracy.
As State Department official
Victoria Nuland said, “One
of the aspirations of the
revolution was to ensure that
power would not be overly
concentrated in the hands of
any one person or institution.”
Additionally, in referring
to the constitution, she
also said that “the current
constitutional vacuum in Egypt
can only be resolved by the
adoption of a constitution that
includes checks and balances,
and respects fundamental
freedoms, individual rights
and the rule of law consistent
with Egypt’s international
commitments.”
Since
the
people are endlessly striving
for
individual
freedom,
government leaders around the
world believe the nation will
eventually escape this vacuum
of repression and eventually
endorse the just values of
a democratic governance.
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From All Corners:
InternaNonal
inion
On Newly Appointed Secfetary of State John Kerry
Gareth Jones
Assistant IntT Editor
John Kerry is a good guy.
Decorated war veteran, five
terms as a Massachusetts
Senator, and a chin that
could cut rock, all make for
an excellent political figure,
and despite an inexplicably
unsuccessful bid for president,
Kerry is a popular figure in
the Democratic Party. But
President Obama’s choice to
nominate him for Secretary of
State in lieu of Hilary Clinton’s
resignation
is
surprising
(about Clinton’s hiatus; a
breather before another, more
successful presidential run in
2016? You heard it here first.)
But, is Kerry qualified?
Previous holders of that
nomination have been at
least as involved as Kerry
is in Washington politics.
Condoleezza Rice came to
the post fresh off of National
Security Advisor, where she
was heavily involved in the
biggest political blunder of our
generation. That was the false
allegations of “weapons of
mass destruction” in a country
whose “army” still used World
War II era assault rifles as
standard
issue
firearms.
Kerry was instrumental
in the Vietnam War protests,
after earning, amongst other
accolades, no less than three
Purple Hearts for his service
in the late 60s. He was the
first soldier to testify before
Congress on the subject, as
well as the Senate Fulbright
Hearings. Several days later
he gained further national
acclaim for being one of
several US armed forces
members
to
be
filmed
throwing their medals over the
White House fence in a sign of
protest and solidarity with the
soldiers still locked in combat.
All in all, quite the foreign
policy issue to make your
name off of, but that was 40
years ago, and his record since
then has been rather domestic
in nature, scant of foreign
policy issues. So, why Kerry?
Conservative
critics
complain he is being thrown
a bone for years of loyal
service to the Democratic

Party, and they may not be as
wrong as they usually sound.
Kerry got lucky. As a senior
ranking Democrat he topped
the list not necessarily for his
prowess on the international
political scene or his savvy in
the complicated, subtle, and
thankless field of diplomacy,
but for just that, his rank.
I am sure he will do a
passable job, and frankly

Ally Thibault
Asst. Managing Editor

TES OtJddH

Among
many
accomplishments over the
past four years, Hillary Clinton
became the most traveled U.S.
Secretary of State, covering over
950,000 miles while visiting
more than 100 countries.

Photo Courtesy of the U.S. State Department

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Swearing in
Secretary of State John Kerry
Obama’s foreign policy moves
have been bland at best, so
he doesn’t quite have his
work cut out for him. Aside
from: wheeling and dealing
with an Israel that is used
to being showered military
favors by the Pentagon and
perhaps attempting to keep
China off islands of dubious
ownership in the South China
Sea and in line with Ben
Bernanke’s financial agenda
(a battle perhaps bigger than
I’ve initially let on. I’ll grant,)
Kerry has one job. Keeping
the nukes away from Iran and
North Korea. And perhaps
fortunately for Kerry, those
issues are so big he basically
just has to give ticked-off
speeches every time Kim Jung
Un or Ahmadinejad tries to
play cowboys and Indians,
and wait for Obama to step in
and make the real decisions.

Former Secretary Clinton
was one of the most visible
members of President Obama’s
cabinet during his first term
and is now one of the most
popular politicians in the U.S.
“I have big heels to fill,”
new Secretary of State John
Kerry quipped about taking
over the post last month.
Kerry has been a fixture in
the U.S. Senate for 28 years,
serving as the Chairman of the
Foreign Relations Committee
during Obama’s first term. As
a Senator, he made a name for
himself working on Vietnam
War veterans’ issues and
working across the aisle with
republicans, most notably
fellow Vietnam veteran Sen.
John McCain, on several issues.
Although he was President
Obama’s second choice for
Secretary of State, (after his
first choice, U.N Ambassador
Susan Rice, ‘ was heavily
criticized after the killing of

the U.S. Ambassador in Libya)
Kerry was easily confirmed
by his Senate colleagues.
The confirmation hearing
was really more of a beauty
pageant for the exiting
Senator to tout his ideals
and the accomplishments
of
his
Senate
career*
Kerry has been popular
for
years
among
his
Massachusetts
constituents,
but his national image took
a blow after his failed 2004
presidential campaign. His
vice presidential pick, John
Edwards, was embroiled in
scandal for years after the
election season for cheating
on his terminally ill wife with
a campaign staffer, but Kerry
squeaked by without getting
dragged into that media mess.
Instead, Kerry’s problem
after the post-presidential
election had to do with his
personal character. The Bush
campaign successfully painted
him as an intellectual elitist
and the image has stuck. As
a Massachusetts politician,
this characterization doesn’t
harm
him
much,
but
nationally there are many
Americans who don’t see
Kerry as a good spokesperson
for their country abroad.
Conversely, the rest of the
.world seems to see Kerry as a
good fit for foreign relations.
The French newspaper Le
Figaro described Kerry as
“an old friend of France, a
speaker of perfect French and
a Francophile who knows us
from inside, something not
all that common on the other
side of the Atlantic.” A Turkish
paper, Cumhuriyet, echoed
compliments of Keny, saying
that he and Sen. Chuck Hagel,
President Obama’s nomination
for Secretary of Defense, “are
people who care about Turkey
and who are veiy familiar with
Turkey’s role in the region. This
team is Ankara’s last hope.”
So while it seems the world
may welcome Secretary of
State John Kerry, don’t expect
America to fawn over him
the way they did over Hillary
Clinton. Perceived as awkward
and snobby by many of his fellow
citizens, he will not.be given
the same amount of respect
that his predecessor received
from the American public.
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Mali enduring realities

BRIEFS
NORTH KOREA
The BBC reported late on Monday evening fhat North
Korea has launched another nuclear test, the third
such test in the past year. In what was originally mis
taken for an earthquake that measured 4.9 on the Rich
ter scale, experts have cited the unlikely position and
sudden nature of the shockwave along with statements
from Pyongyang that they would be conducting further
nuclear experiments to Washington earlier this year.
Analysts suggest that the blast emanated from a small
er device than the previous two tests, yet resulted in a
larger explosion. This indicates that North Korea is one
step closer to possession a warhead of a size compat
ible with missile capabilities. The United Nations Se
curity Council in New York “strongly condemned" the
latest test, as well as Washington and other East Asian
nations, including a strict reprimand from China in a
rare diplomatic snub between the two traditional allies.

TUNISIA
%■

Following the assassination of prominent opposi
tion leader Chokri Belaid by unidentified gunmen
last Wenesday, Prime Minister Hamadi Jebali has
fired his cabinet and announced intentions to form a
technocratic government. According to the New York
Times, Jebali has encountered strong resistance to
the move from many proponents of the new dem
ocratically elected regime that came into power in
April of 2011, at the forefront of the so-called Arab
Spring. Chief among his critics are members of his
own party, the Ennahda, who insist that the wishes
of the people who voted in Tunisia’s first ever demo
cratic election last year must be honored. Ennahda
condemned the killing but suspicion fell at once on
Salafi groups who are unhappy with the social liberal
ism of what has been the most secular of Arab coun
tries since the days of Habib Bourguiba, its first presi
dent after independence from France, in the 1950s.

VATICAN CITY
Pope Benedict XVI is to resign at the end of this
month after nearly eight years as the head of the
Catholic Church, saying he is too old to continue at
the age of 85. The unexpected development - the
first papal resignation in nearly 600 years - surprised
governments, Vatican-watchers and even his clos
est aides. The Vatican says it expects a new Pope to
be elected before Easter. Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger
became Pope in 2005 after John Paul IPs death. Re
uters news agency reported yesterday that the Pope
has a pacemaker, although according to a Vatican
spokesman, no specific health ailment was cited.

L.

from Mali page 5
fighting style has surfaced
feelings nothing short of
trepidation. This discreet and
ruthless fighting method,
which led to the unremitting
and arduous demise of the
U.S. campaign in Korea in
1950, could draw out a much
longer and indecisive battle.
To
further complicate
Mali’s already trying state
of affairs, issues within the
Malian military itself have
surfaced. According to Reuters,
paratroopers who were “loyal
to deposed President Amadou
Toumani Toure,” were fired
upon in their home, killing
and wounding citizens. This
event, which occurred in Mali’s
capital, Bamako, speaks to the
instability and security fears
the country is facing. Toure
was the president ousted via
military coup in 2012 which
led to the initial takeover by
the Tuareg rebels in Northern
Mali, according to Reuters.
Recent attacks in the
Northern area of Mali have
included a suicide bombing at
a checkpoint, merely wounding
one soldier at the station.

This wide-ranging instability
around Mali has the potential
to digress the efforts taken
by France. Cohesive policy
and recognition, according to
Reuters, will need to play a role
in the success of a prosperous
and civil Mali in the future.
Dauda
Wague
has
expressed concerns for the
future of Mali with a simple
and vivid declaration. “It’s
really scary,” he says. The
war has not seen its end and
it is very uncertain how it
will play out. In terms of the
French role, Wague suggested
that “You cannot say that you
don’t support what France is
doing, but the future prove
hard because without France,
the terrorists will take over.”
The role France has
played has been convoluted
and contradictory according
to Wague. It is a “tragedy,”
Wague said, “that France lit
the fire and are now playing
the fireman.” He is speaking
to the overarching theme
of how France initially,
under President Sarkozy’s
rule, supported the Tuareg
revolution in the North of Mali
and eventually gave Algeria
the go-ahead on allowing

fighters in the rebellion
against Gaddafi to cross
their border freely into Mali.
Furthermore, the future
is uncertain according to
Wague because of the wideranging
economic
issues
facing the country. Ever since
the coup d ‘etat that ousted
President Toule, the Economic
Community of West African
States (ECOWAS) initiated an
embargo on Mali which forced
many large investors to pull
out of the country. Moreover,
wartime in any country proves
devastating on local business,
and Wague is unsure about
their ability to rebound
without the flow of capital that
investors previously supplied.
The atmosphere in Mali
has shown signs of recovery
and stabilizing with recent
efforts focused only in the
Northern desert area of Mali,
but the lingering effects of
the conflict do not promote
such an optimistic view.
From business volatility to
insecure allegiances, Mali
has a long way to go before
their formerly admirable
democracy shows signs of
reform and progress toward a
secure and developing society.
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Wax on Felt Records presents: V-day show Felt Up!
Local students skip the Grammys to hear live music
Soleil Barros

Journal Staff
As many of you know
Blizzard Nemo was the
snowstorm heard ‘round the
world. While many of us filled
our time indoors avoiding the
awful set of snowflakes falling
from the sky, there were a
select few that braved the
snow mounds Sunday evening
to attend record label Wax
on Felt Records’ most recent
event 'Get Felt UpV at Emerson
College’s ‘the Cabaret in honor
of Valentine's Day. Taking
place during the 55th Annual
Grammy Awards, it was a
pleasant surprise to see a great
deal of students and attendees
favoring live young talent over
the glitz and glam. Although
these young musicians did
serve a slice of inspiration
for their audience, they also
managed to deliver the very
aspiration that may one day
make it to the famed Grammy
Awards.
While the award show
made
history
welcoming
fantastic talent like Frank
Ocean and the Black Keys, Wax
on Felt celebrated their annual
Valentine’s Day show with an
impressive lineup presenting
a few Boston’s finest budding
talents including band Ripe
and
songwriters Miranda
Inzunza, Micah Schure, and
Hailey Rowe along with a few
other young acts. The annual
celebration attracted a diverse
crowd of students, friends, and
lovers.
“It was a good show. We

love playing with Wax on Felt, added a special unpracticed were dancing and moving and bumping loud, allowing for
they are currently our label effect that served to be more were not shy to participate. a diverse yet fulfilling night
and it’s alvravs a good time fulfilling than the illuminating The lead singer went out into of young talent. Warming
up the evening Schure and
Rowe serenaded the audience
with their melodic voices and
affectionate
self-composed
song lyrics, sharing fun stories
of life and love inbetween
tunes. Ripe closed the show
with a surprise, inviting the
crowd to dance and sing along
to Lion Kings 1 Just Can’t Wait
to be King" which went over
well and welcomed everyone
to put on their dancing shoes.
“There is more appreciation
listening to live music, you can
walk away from the Grammys
or turn the channel whereas
at the show you have the live
experience, you get to stand
there and listen to the music,”
said Alfred. “At the Grammy’s
you don’t get to see the artist’s
raw talent, whereas at the
show the artists seemed to be
putting their hearts out on the
playing over at Emerson,” said LCD television screen. From the crowd and pulled someone stage.”
Following a long uneventful
Ripe guitarist Kevin Basko, a soft acoustic performances up on stage, where as at the
weekend
filled with snow and
student at Berklee College of delivered by Schure and Rowe Grammys if a celebrity did
more
snow,
music enthusiasts
Music. “The fact it was a snowy to the live heartfelt band Ripe, that security would arrest
had
the
grand
opportunity to
Sunday show celebrating the artists performing each someone.”
escape
from
their
homes in
Despite
the
low
an early Valentine’s Day, I served a sweet friendly set
search
of
live
great
tunes
and
thought there would be 10 of tunes that set the perfect temperatures outside the
warm
spirits.
Setting
a
great
or 15 people but there ended atmosphere in the spirit of doors of the venue, witnessing
members of the audience note (literally) to the new
up being about 40, 50, maybe Valentine’s Day.
“I enjoyed trekking out to either tapping their feet week, ‘Get Felt UpV not only
60 people. Regardless of
the amount of people in the the show, we got to hear real or snapping photos of the spread just the right amount of
provided
an love leading up to the special
audience we will always put music! It wasn’t the played out performers
our best foot forward and play and we had the opportunity to extremely welcoming and holiday, but also sent music
see raw talent instead of the warm environment making for lovers home Sunday evening
a great show.”
Displaying nothing but same music we always hear,” an extremely warm evening. with a warm feeling to get
smiles and sing-alongs, the said New England School of Thanks to Wax on Felt Records through the week.
multi-colored
spotlights Art Design student Nielle students and attendees enjoyed
Do you like shows?
shining on members of the Alfred. “Ripe was great, they sweet acoustic sounds just
Tuesday @lp.m. D537
audience in the intimate venue gave a lot of energy, people prior to hearing instruments

Drake releases new single under the radar,
highest paid R&B artist Started From the Bottom
BE THERE!

Mackenzie
Cuimnings-Grady

As his incredibly successful
Journal Staff sophomore effort “Take Care"
moves closer to achieving
While the world drools three times platinum, he
over F’a//Ouf jBo/s unexpected released a teaser of a single

off the album, didn’t provide
the punch that “Underground
Kings” or “We’ll Be Fine” did.
While the beat is no different
from Drake's formula of hollow

for a chorus I’ve seen this year,
As an artist I have immense
faith and respect for Mr.
Graham, and know that when
the timing is right he will hit

I am completely willing to let
Drake take his time in making
his next record. For now his
sophomore effort still has me
satisfied.

started
from

THE
bottom.

reunion, a much more popular
artist released a new single
this week that completely
slipped under the radar. Drake,
the highest paid R&B artist of
the 21st century, released a
new single on Tuesday called
‘Started from the Bottom.”

to show his fans new music
is soon to come. I use the
term “teaser”
because it
seems to me to be an almost
reproduction of the “Over My
Dead Body” intro from “Take
Care" which, despite being one
of my personal favorite tracks

drums and atmospheric 808’s,
the song in itself seems a bit
empty, and would serve better
as an introduction to a more
expansive recording. Also,
Drake's continued repetition of
“started from the bottom now
we here” is the poorest excuse

the public with another charttopper. As for now he has only
left me wanting more, which
is perhaps what he meant
to do anyways. “Take Care”
for me is still on continuous
repeat, and considering it
was only released a year ago.

Do you like
music?
Tuesday @lp.m.
D537
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Actor James Franco gets

The Walking Dead Returns to AMC
Giaima Carchia

Journal Staff
The Walking Dead returned
Sunday to 12.3 million
viewers, the largest audience
to date, with a slower-paced
midseason premiere that

Carl and Hershel did their best
to get to know Tyrese and his
companions.
When Rick arrives back at
the prison, Beth hands him
baby Judith. For the first time
since, we get a glimpse of the
Rick who spoke to ghosts on

February 13, 2013

stay in the prison and he has ■
all but convinced Hershel i
that he and his cohorts would;
be valuable additions to the
group. Rick is den5dng them
when he sees the dark figure
of Lori in her wedding dress
on the prison’s mezzanine, just

'artsy' once again

1
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delivered its punch in the
final minutes. The midseason
finale ended in December with
a face-off between brothers
Daryl and Merle in Woodbury,
the Pleasantville-esque town
designed and run by the newly
one-eyed Governor. Viewers
saw a lot of action ten weeks
ago; Michonne murdered the
Governor’s
walker-daughter
Penny, Rick and the crew
overran
Woodbury
and
rescued Maggie and Glenn, and
Tyrese’s clan was introduced.
The show’s newest episode
was bookended with action
but featured a lot of cleaning
up. Rick’s team helped to free
both Daryl and Merle; the two
ultimately set off on their
own after Rick’s insistence
that Merle could not join the
group at the prison. Walkers
broke into Woodbury, causing
momentary
havoc
which
Andrea and The Governor took
care of. Back at the prison.

the phone. Hearing her cries
reminds him of the day Lori
died, and it echoes in his head.
The brilliance of the
midseason
premiere
was
its admission that the main
characters are finally breaking
beneath the pressure of the
zombie apocalypse. Lori’s
death early in season three
was a huge shock for viewers
and the audience has seen
the characters fall to pieces
ever since. Maggie and Glenn
are facing turmoil in their
relationship after they were
captured and interrogated by
the Governor. Andrea is unsure
of her role in Woodbury as she
watches the town crumble.
The show has assumed a
darker tone in its third season
and Rick is at the core of the
anguish.
In the final minutes of
Sunday’s episode, Rick meets
Tyrese for the first time. Tyrese
hopes he will allow them to

James Franco recently opened an exhibition called “Gay
Town,” his second solo art show in Berlin, reported The
Huffwgton Post.
This is Franco’s second project with the Peres Projects. The
exhibition features several themes explored by the actor, writer,
and filmmaker; each is important to Franco on a personal level.
They include stereotypes, adolescence, public and private life,
and celebrity. Franco spent the last two years working on the
pieces in the show as he worked on other projects. "Gay Town"
presents a variety of media as well; Franco explored painting,
film, drawing, sculpture, video, and photography.
Franco worked with Javier Peres to develop the concept for
the show and he discussed their ideas at the opening reception.
“All these works are ultimately very autobiographical,”
explained Peres Projects. “With this show one of the things
that James was really exploring was the different things that
are happening in his life as he is going through them and he’s
depicting them in either in film, in the videos, or in the paintings,
or even in the blankets. The blankets are all based on drawings
that he makes, or collages or fan art or whatever. So it’s all stuff
that is happening contemporaneously that he’s experiencing.
The whole idea of the show was to show this aspect of his life.
It’s very much like a self-portrait.”
The ambitious exhibition will run until early March at the ?
gallery on Berlin’s historic Karl-Marx-Alee 87.

as he saw Shane aiming a gun
at him in the midseason finale.
This time, however, he starts
yelling. He screams at Lori,
asking what she’s doing there,
and orders Tyrese out of their
side of the prison, ending the
episode on a rampage.
Audiences have journeyed
through nearly three seasons
with Rick, but it’s unclear
whether he will continue to be
the anchor of the group or fade
into insanity. The previews for
the remaining season three
episodes show Carl trying to
take a more dominant role
and Daryl returning to warn
the group that the Governor
is headed to the prison. Unless
Rick can find a way to cope
with his morbid visions during
stressful moments. Walking
Dead viewers may be looking
ahead to a drastic change in S
F
leadership.
J

Congratulations to the crew, members &
staff of the 2013 Spring Showcase!
The popular showcase was delayed due
to Nemo, but still presented a successful
show Monday, Febuary 11.
This Weeks Upcoming Shows & Events
•

2/13 Yo La Tengo @the Paradise, 7 p.m. Doors, 18+, $25

•

2/15 Toro Y Moi with Wild Belle, & Dog Bite @the Paradise, 8 p.m. Doors, 18+ $20

•

2/17 Texas is the Reason with Title Fight @the Paradise, 7 p.m. Doors, 18+ $20

•

2/17 THE MACCABEES, Reputante, Gambles @the Sinclair, 8 p.m. Doors, 18+, $17

•

2/17 Scion Presents: Meshuggah ©House of Blues Boston, 6:30 p.m. Doors, $25

•

2/19 Solange ©the Paradise, 7 p.m. Doors, 18+, $20
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After their riveting performance at the Grammy's and the
success of their new song, Justin TimbeiTake and Jay-Z are
planning to tour together, reported The Huffington Post
The two gentlemen were seated next to each other at the
awards show, along with Jessica Biel and Beyonce. Their single
“Suit & Tie” is Timberlake’s first new hit in several years, and
Jay-Z showed up at the Hollywood Palladium after the Grammys
to attend Justin’s close-knit show. The two recently finished
filming the music video for “Suit & Tie.”
Jay-Z recently teamed up with Kanye West for the wildly
successful Watch the Throne album and tour. Timberlake was
a member of *NSYNC and toured with them for a while in his
younger years.
Timberlake’s last album, FutureSex/LoveSounds, was released
in September of 2006. His new album. The 20/20 Experience,
is slated for release on March 19. In the interim, Timberlake
has appeared on SNL twice and been a part of eleven films,
including The Social Network and Friends with Benefits. He says
his new album is the “best stuff’ he’s “ever done,” reported
MTV.com. He drew inspiration from his acting career and time
away from the music business to create The 20/20 Experience.
Besides the release of his album, Timberlake and Jay-Z have a lot ,•
to look forward to this year.
.
“We’re definitely going to go on tour,” Timberlake saids at
the Grammys. “1 don’t know how much I should say. It’s going f
to be a lot of fun, I know that.”
/
f
Jay-Z and Justin Timberlake are planning a 10-city'stadium
tour but have yet to name any dates.___________ _______ : r i
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The 55th Annua! Grammy A ward show
serines surprise winnings
Ally Johnson
Valentine's Day Picks!

Journal Staff

Today the music community
typically doesn’t put too much
weight on the possibility of
earning a Grammy. While
winning the award may have
proven the worth and talent
of an artist, as of recent years
it’s proven to be more of a cash
grab, inviting and nominating
anyone who’s made good
deals with their companies,
Claudio Baguom
gets good face time and is
"OuESTO Piccoio Ghande
a big sell on popular radio
Amore"
stations. More people are
AdESSO CHE SAPREt COSA
going to tune-in to see Katy
fare/Adesso CHE voguo/Un
Perry walking down a red
PICCOLO GRANDE AMORE.
carpet, dressed to the nines
-AllyH___ ___ by top designers, than to see
MonON piciuxi
a group such as Frightened
Rabbit and Mewithoutyou,
Ai fACK4>!
t. tO^H|
who arguably have been
releasing great albums for
years and are groundbreaking
in their particular genres,
yet don’t have the immense
audiences such as the "Taylor
Swifts” of the world.
This isn’t to knock that
MUSiC COMPOSSU AND CONDUCTf S g
'
JOHN WflUAMS
?
particular style of music, and
JohnWhuams
there have been plenty of great
"Across the stars"
pop albums over the past few
A smumvL love composition years (such as Ke$ha’s Cannibal
RxmEDm'Mr. Plaid Neckor Kelly Clarkson’s Stronger,)
^
Beard m2002.
the problem is the ceremony to
- Ethan L.
allow a celebration of numbers
dominate a celebration of
musical prowess.
■

■ ■ ■

•

.

.
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With this past Sunday’s
award ceremony, it’s worth
wondering if we’re seeing
a change, albeit slow, and
a progression back into
celebrating all of the music
community rather than the

with the exception of Adele
being surprise wins in their
categories. I doubt anyone
would have been surprised
if the song “Call Me Maybe”
had won best song after it
had managed to become an

^
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'

ones singled out by Top Hit’s
charts.
Gotye won Record of
the Year against the likes
of Taylor Swift and Frank
Ocean (which I might add, is
a shame,) Mumford and Sons'
second album won Album of
the Year, Fun. won song of
the year for “We Are Young”
and Breakout Artist (despite
being on the scene for almost
ten years,) and Adele won Best
Pop Solo Performance. All
great performers, all of whom

insufferably catchy summer
hit, and after Gotye managed
to annoy every car radio
listener ever, 1 was surprised it
still managed to fall into good
graces.
While none of these bands/
groups are far from the
limelight of their particular
music scenes, they are all
smaller groups who managed
to gain a littler notoriety from
a catchy song or two, and then
double the fanbase they would
have had before. While this

may not have been Fun.’s best
album that would be Aim and
Ignite it is the one that will
help them to continue making
music as the financial backing
of such success will guarantee
a more stable longevity.
Mumford
and
Sons' win seems
a
little
more
out of left field,
especially
since
Babel lost some of
I
the magic of their
debut, but what it
does accomplish
is
garnering
conversation
around how Frank
Ocean
should
have won, giving
attention to two
wonderful musical
acts.
The Grammy's
aren’t the most enjoyable of
televised award shows with the
three-and-a-half-hour runtime,
and being forced to see Chris
Brown in an audience and in
a community where he’s still
widely accepted. Many of the
live performances were stale
this year, however if this year
and Arcade Fire’s recent win in
years past is any reflection of
what’s to come, it may start to
become more well worth the
watch.

Popular Brodway Musical Sister Act'
is remembered at the Opera House
Dan Olson
Journal Staff

'
Maxwell
"BLACKsummers'Night"
You can't touch this. Such
A timeless ALBUM. Printed
smooches 4 the boo that
inrroduced me to Maxwell.
- SoiflL B.

Sum 41
"WithMe"
■Rirowback song that has
SOME good memories AT
TACHED
-AlexH.

The Broadway hit-musical
Sister Act was performed in
Boston at the Opera House
through the weekend of Feb.
3. Fans of the original 1992
film starring Whoopi Goldberg
were defintely in for a surprise
but were not disappointed. A
new musical score has been
added, written by Glenn Slater
and Alan Menken; but not to
worry, it’s the music that has
truly become the new star of
the show.
Lonely nightclub singer
Deloris Van Cartier, played by
Ta’Rea Campbell, witnesses
her boyfriend Curtis Jackson,
played by Kingsley Leggs,
commit a murder.
She is
hidden in a convent run by
Mother Superior, played by
Hollis Resnik, until she can
testify in court.
Her new
friends. Sister Mary Patrick and
Mary Robert, played by Florrie
Bagel and Lael Van Keuren

respectively, help Deloris teach stopper "Raise Your Voice" nuns.
Campbell and Resnik were
the nuns how to sing to spice had the audience particularly
the clear stand outs in the
cast, playing their characters
with such conviction that
they were utterly believable.
Campbell created a character
that
was
well-developed
and did not play homage
to Goldberg’s original but
rather approached the role
from fresh eyes. Deloris has
a rocky relationship with
Mother Superior throughout
the musical, and Hollis Resnik
played the aggravation and
stress of her character very
convincingly. Other notable
mentions in the cast included
Leggs, Bagel, Van Keuren
and E. Clayton Cornelious as
“Sweaty Eddie.”
Overall, the show was a
up their service mass. Hilarity engaged, giving the show a
fantastic
experience, preaching
“Disneyesque”
feel.
The
finale
ensues.
Audiences were left tapping “Spread the Love,” presented the value of teamwork and
their feet and even dancing special effects that practically living life to the fullest.
as the curtain came down, turned the theatre into a However, the show seemed a
humming the catchy tunes disco, - everyone leaped up hard sell in this city, having
and reliving the new moments in excitement at the sight of only played performances for
in the story. The Act I show singing, sparkling, dancing just over a week.
..iV,

SAFETY«JIT
HALLELUJAH^

SapteySuit
"Never Stop: Wedding Ver
sion"
so sweet & romantic.
- Melissa H.

J

CALLNG ALL ARTISTS! Sign up & audition for a show with
OVEOUS MAXIMUS, an Apollo Theater winning poet and musician. Flyer seeks
poets, singers, spoken word artists, painters, etc. to audition throughout the
month of February. Interested? Sign up! or contact incoomber@suffolk.edu
sw • •
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Staff EnnoRUL
While numerous news
outlets have pumped out
stories calling President
Obama’s State of the Union
address “ambitious,” what
we really heard last night
were the same crowd-pleaser proposals about bringing
jobs back to America and
restoring the glory of the
middle class. While some
of Obama’s points, notably
increasing the federal mini
mum wage to $9 an hour
and tying it to the cost of
living, would bring real
change to helping the mid
dle class, most ideas were
lackluster and unlikely to
be passed.
Obama listed off many
Democratic Party platform
ideas. He is asking Con
gress to pass legislation in
the coming months, such
as a plan to create jobs fix
ing infrastructure and ways
to make higher education
more affordable. But with
the trillion dollars in au
tomatic spending cuts, the
so-called sequester (set to
go into effect in the coming
weeks if Congress cannot
agree on ways to reduce the
deficit,) it is extremely un
likely that the divided legis
lature will be able to work
on any other legislation for
a while.
The speech was slated
to focus on the economy
and jobs, but the President
seemed to receive the most
support when he brought
up gun rights legislation.
Many members of Congress
in attendance wore green
or black and white ribbons
to support victims of gun

violence and gave thunder
ous applause to Obama’sr
modest gun legislation re-i
forms. The President pro
posed background checks,
closing the private sale
loophole, and taking “weap
ons of war” off the streets.
We already do back
ground checks before sell
ing someone a gun in most
states and there are most
certainly no “weapons of
war” on our streets. There
are definitely guns avail
able to the general public
that are unnecessary for
personal defense or hunt
ing, but to call them “weap
ons of war” is extreme and
can only further polarize
the debate on the Second
Amendment.
These weak reforms and
statements will do little to
stop gun violence, yet the
chamber gave them a roar
ing applause and stand
ing ovation as Obama ex
claimed how urgent he
believes a vote on the pro
posals would be; “Gabby
Giffords deserves a vote.
The families of Newtown
deserve a vote. The families
of Aurora deserve a vote.”
Obama’s address was
essentially an extension
of his inaugural address
last month—an uninspir
ing general assessment of
America as the greatest
country on Earth without
any real changes intro
duced or cutting edge ways
to push the limit of what is
possible for us to achieve as
a nation.
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Walz to step down,
introduces a bill to
further delay city
development
A.P. Blake to get out and vote for a State

Opinion Editor
Good riddance! That was
my reaction to news that State
Rep. Martha “Marty” Walz
(D - Boston) was announcing
the intention to resign from
her seat on Beacon Hill. Walz
made the announcement on
Jan. 30, but she doesn’t seek to
go out quietly.
Marty Walz - who will be
come the president of two
Planned Parenthood organiza
tions in Massachusetts, as well
as the CEO of one - has vowed
to squelch Boston’s growth.
According to the Banker and
Tradesman, Walz has filed one
last piece of legislation for
Beacon Hill to vote on: a bill
which proposes new buildings
cannot cast shadows on six
Boston parks.
Walz is no stranger to such
obstructionist laws, and in
2011 she introduced similar
legislation, Bill H.1169. The
bill proposed that no new con
struction would be allowed
should it potentially cast a
shadow on parks such as the
Commonwealth Ave. Mall and
Copley Square Plaza. Such leg
islation would effectively gut
any significant project in the
designated ‘Back Bay High
Spine,’ an area explicitly zoned
for lofty developments in Bos
ton.
While her alleged intentions
are admirable to some, the ef
fects are far too detrimental to
Boston’s growth and residents.
With yet another major hurdle
for new development, Boston’s
already constrained housing
supply and high rental rates
will only be further exacer
bated. This is great for those
wealthy enough to own and
rent out property in Boston
(the same people who I suspect
are most likely in their district

A
.
word
from
the
Suffolk university

i uSGA

Representative,) but a huge
blow to the working and mid ^
student government associotirw
dle class residents of Boston.
It is no secret that building
in Boston frequently requires Dear students.
developers to go vertical in or
der to turn a profit. In seeking The Student Government
profit, developers expand the would like to share some
supply of apartments, offices, updates for the events and
and hotel rooms, thus driv activities that occurred this
ing down rents. Many projects week. First of, we would
have fizzled out entirely due like to congratulate Aidiana
to Boston’s already restrictive Mujanovic for attaining the
laws on new development, title “Senator of the Month”
with height restrictions princi for the month of January.
pal amongst them. The effects We would also like to con
are obvious, and Boston is con gratulate Geraldin Batista
sistently criticized for its high for officially becoming the
cost of living.
Public Relations Committee
A special election date has Chair.
been set for June 25, and the
race is already starting to take We would like to give a
shape. The favorite thus far in warm welcome to the fol
the race appears to be one of lowing organizations into
Suffolk’s own: alumnus Nils the Suffolk Campus: Ar
Tracy, a resident of Beacon Hill menian Students Associa
who obtained a Juris Doctorate tion, the Spanish Club, the
degree from Suffolk Universi Saudi Student Association
ty. Tracy said in a statement, and Justice in Palestine. We
“We have to deal with rent in hope that you have a won
flation,” which signals to me derful semester, and do not
that he may not be up for the hesitate to contact us if you
same games as Walz.
ever need anything.
Until it comes time to
choose a new representative, SGA Elections are coming
however, we must ensure that up so if you would like to
Walz’s last piece of legislation run for a position as a sena
is firmly voted down. Should tor for your class, make
the bill come to pass, I as sure you pick up an applica
sure you that development in tion packet in the Student
Boston will fall even further Government Association of
behind demand. Rents will fice in D433 starting Febru
continue to climb, inequality ary 7th. Packets are due the
will continue to grow, and our 26th by Spm. This is a great
city’s health will be at stake.
opportunity to be involved
I bid you farewell, Marty and represent your class, as
Walz. May you never have a well as be a student leader.
say in city development again,
for you have shown little un Our weekly will proceed as
derstanding of its mechanics. usual, if you still want to be
Lest I forget, please take fel a member, you can come
low-obstructionist Rep. Byron to our meetings. Once you
Rushing with you on the way have attended three meet
out.
ings you can be a member-

at-large and then get voted
in as a Senator.
Our weekly meetings are
every Thursday at l;00pm
in Donahue 311. As always,
if you have any questions
please do not hesitate to
contact us at sga@suffolk,
edu
Have a great week,
Student Government
Association

Faculty Advisor Bruce Buiferfield & Media Group Advisor John Silveria
The Suffolk Journal is the student newspaper of Suffolk University. It is the mission of
the Suffolk Journal to provide the Suffolk community with the best reporting of
news, events, entertainment, sports and opinions. The reporting, views and opin
ions in the Suffolk Journal are solely those of the editors and staff of the Suffolk Jour
nal and do not reflect those of Suffolk University, unfess otherwise stated.
The Suffolk Journal does not discriminate against any persons tor any reason and
comp//e5 with all university policies concerning egual opportunity. Copyright 2012.
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MBT A forgets riders pre-blizzard
Julianne Holland skip that meeting they have ning throughout the day to en transit system takes that into was also the bus system. In al
Journal Staff worked months to prepare for? sure that all commuters made consideration next time they most every other city it is less
Time and time again the
MBTA lets down its commut
ers. The storm Nemo devas
tated most of the coast and
caused quite some panic for
the unfortunate commuters
that were forced to brave the
blizzard. In addition to all this
chaos the MBTA shut down
train service at 3:30 p.m. Fri
day just as the rush hour be
gan.
The blizzard Nemo has
been considered the worst the
city has seen since the bliz
zard of 78: a fact known prior
to the storm’s arrival. Noth
ing could be more imperative
than making sure people are
safe and at their homes. For
those who rely on the MBTA,
this was by far its greatest
let down. Countless people
were stranded in the blizzard
desperate for transportation
back to their homes. One may
think: why didn't these com
muters think ahead and stay
home from work or perhaps

It’s simple; not all have that
luxury.
The worst part is that the
storm was expected to
start around 7 p.m. —
if trains were kept run
ning until 5 p.m., peo
ple would have a better
chance of making it
back to their homes.
The MBTA website
stated, “The suspen
sion of service will so
allow MBTA and MBCR
personnel to concen
trate all of their efforts
on getting the transit
system from the bus
to commuter rail, up
and running as soon
as possible.” A point
made by the Patriot
Ledger: “Commuters -------were not informed when they
can expect service to resume.”
In every city there are pub
lic transportation challenges,
however, there must always be
a “plan B.” In New York City
there were extra trains run

it home safely before the storm do not have a “plan B” or the than a twenty-minute wait for
hit. Boston was expected to be MBTA can expect a significant a bus. What the MBTA lacks is
hit harder than New York City, drop in the number of its com- efficiency; and while on any
other Boston day commuters
are just as annoyed by the MBTA’s incompetence, this prior
weekend they were outraged
and with good reason.
A suggestion for the MBTA:
When there is a blizzard un
derway, treat your transit sys
tem as lifelines to the com
muters who rely on you each
and every day. Do not shut
down before rush hour un
less there is no other option.
Increase the number of train
cars so more people can make
it home safely. In the case that
the trains are in fact incapable
of running, given the condi
tions, replace them with buses
Photo by Flickr User hyperion327
and at all costs do not leave
yet did it not have a plan in muters.
your commuters stranded. If
play? This is Boston — we ex
The service commuters ex New York City can do it, then
perience severe weather every perienced after the blizzard we can do it. Thank you.
season from raging tempera was also atrocious. After talk
tures and hurricanes to severe ing with a commuter, it came
snowstorms and sub-zero tem to my attention that it was not
peratures. It is about time our just the subway system — it

Response to the
State of the Union
"Federal support,” “investments,” and the call for more “pro
grams.” What we heard from President Obama were fancy
words for spending which will somehow not add to the defi
cit. If the deficit continues to grow at its current rate, middle
class families will continue to be hurt, even more jobs will be
lost, and the future growth and overall prosperity of Amer
ica will be threatened. In addition, we have to ask, how can
President Obama propose any ideas like these when the Sen
ate hasn’t approved a budget in 1385 days? It seems Candidate
Obama and President Obama are one in the same. We do agree,
however, there needs to be a willingness to compromise and
place party interests aside this term to cut spending and de
crease the deficit. But unfortunately, that’s not really up to us!
In his 2013 State of the Union Address, President Obama
outlined a comprehensive plan for his second term by ac
knowledging the many challenges that face our nation
and suggesting common-sense solutions to these prob
lems. The President began his speech with a quote from
John F. Kennedy's State of the Union ("The Constitution
makes us not rivals for power but partners for progress"),
giving a nod to American history and heritage. President
Obama continued this theme of progress and compromise
throughout his address, touching on every pertinent is
sue of our time: Economic recovery, gender equality, fair
immigration reform, foreign policy, and the military. Per
haps most urgent of all, the President proposed reason
able and sensible gun reform measures that will elimi
nate this epidemic of mass shootings. President Obama's
State of the Union Address was both eloquent and substan
tive, and we look forward to seeing his policies enacted.

ersity
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Dorner s story censored by media
change in our country. The racism were promoted.

when he got into a scuffle with anyone read Dorner's mani

A.P. Blake event which pushed the for
In addition to that, Chris- two of them who were using festo for some insight into his
Opinion Editor mer officer over the edge oc topher Dorner found himself derogatory terms. The incident side of the story. While we
Christopher Dorner has cap
tured the attention of police
departments, media outlets,
and stunned citizens across the
country and around the world.
Just as I'm sure many of you
did, I couldn't help but scratch
my head and ask, “Why? What
could drive a man to murder
random people as an act of ret
ribution for losing his job?”
The answer came soon
enough in the form of a mani
festo from Dorner, which the
LAPD quickly requested that
media outlets censor. In the
manifesto, Dorner describes a
terrible situation within the
LAPD—one of lies, corrup
tion, and racism. Let me be
clear that none of this justified
Dorner's murdering of any in
dividuals, but let us not simply
take the mainstream media's
half baked news story regard
ing recent events.
Christopher Dorner reveals
himself to be an incredibly
principled person who seeks
equality and justice for all.
Although it has become quite
clear that Dorner has taken
justice too far, we must rec
ognize the need for drastic

curred back in 2009.
While arresting a men
tally ill man, Dorner claims
that a fellow officer kicked
and punched the hand
cuffed suspect. Upon report
ing the incident, Dorner's
claims were immediately
overturned and he was ul
timately fired for being an
alleged “bully” to fellow
officers. The most astound
ing part was how the LAPD
allowed a panel comprised
of some of the accused offi
cer's close friends make the
call to fire Officer Dorner.
Dorner's manifesto con
tinued to reveal more in
justices committed by the
LAPD, such as rampant rac
ism, excessive force cov
er-ups, and a department
shrouded in secrecy and
lies. Most appalling was
the revelation that some
of the officers involved in
the Rodney King beating
have made their way into
the upper echelons of the de
partment, including captains
on the force. Yes, that is cor
rect: the officers responsible
for the world's most infamous
example of excessive force and

accused of bullying his fellow led to reports filed by all of- must all acknowledge that the
actions Dorner
ultimately took
cannot be justi
fied, we must
see the urgent
need for drastic
social
change
and police de
partment trans
parency and ac
countability.
Let us not
let those whom
Dorner
killed
die in vain, but
rather prevent
anyone
from
being
pushed
over the edge in
such a manner.
Dorner's story is
a tragic one - a
story of a prin
cipled,
honest
officer looking
to keep things
fair, just, and
equal in a gang
trainees when in fact he was ficers present—the result was of uniformed thugs, liars, and
the only one who defended his that only one officer's story bullies. It seems all too likely
peer from an onslaught of an matched with Dorner's, while that the oppressive situation
ti-Semitic harassment. If that six others claimed that they within his own department led
wasn't enough, Dorner found did not see anything happen.
to Dorner snapping and going
I highly recommend that out in a blaze of retribution.
himself in a van full of officers

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF LAW-DARTMOUTH
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UMass Law
►

ABA provisionally accredited*

►

Affordable tuition, frozen through AY 2014-15
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Scholarships & fellowships
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Diverse student body
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OPEN HOUSE

►

Day, evening, and Saturday classes

►

JD - JD/MBA - JD/MPP

To register, please call 508.985.1110
•The ABA Council of the
Section of Legal Education
Admissions to the Bar may
contacted at 321 North Cl<
Street, Chicago, IL 60610,1
fax to 312.988.5681, by p
at 312.988.6738, or by err
legaled@americanbar.org
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The Rum Report

Mice Vick Stays in Phlly on One-year Deal
Michael Vick will stick to the color green. He has signed
a one-year contract with the Philadelphia Eagles that could
possibly be worth $10 million. Vick will play under new
head coach Chip Kelly, who had one of the most dynamic
and fastest offenses in college football. Vick has had a very
disappointing career due to injury, but still stands as the
ideal scrambling quarterback with a strong arm. Chip Kelly's
offense appears to be a perfect fit for Vick if he can manage
to stay healthy for a full season. Many fans still question if
Nick Foies will go into the season as competition for Vick or
if he will just remain as the back up.

Women's Besketbal
Thursday, 2/14 vs. Simmons 7 PM
Saturday, 2/16 @ Emmanuel 1 PM

Men's Basketball

Celtics' Leandro Barbosa Done for Season
The Boston Celtics have been running in the right direction
but have now stumbled with the loss of guard Leandro
Barbosa. Sources have come out saying Barbosa suffered an
ACL tear, and will miss the remainder of the season. The
injury came in the loss to the Charlotte Bobcats, on a play
where he was never touched. Now the injury toll is stacked
with Barbosa joining Rajon Rondo and Jared Suilinger. The
uphill battle just became that much more difficult, and now
the list of guards grows thin for the Celtics. Avery Bradley has
had a past with injuries, so the Celtics can't be comfortable
with the current roster, even with the success in the past
few games.

Thursday, 2/14 @ Emerson 7 PM
Saturday, 2/16 vs. Rivier 3 PM

Men's Hockey
Thursday, 2/14 @ Western New England 7:15 PM
Saturday, 2/16 vs. Becker 4:25 PM

Felix Hernandez: The $175-million man
It is official, Felix Hernandez is the highest paid pitcher in
baseball. Hernandez just signed a seven-year $175-million
contract with the Seattle Mariners. He was the 2010 AL Cy
Young winner and is a three-time All-Star. He has 98 career
wins, along with 1,487 strikeouts. Last season, he only gave
up 13 home runs, the least amount given up in his career.
Statistics and age show that Hernandez is in his prime right
now, which is why he saw big dollar signs this off-season.
This 26-year old right-hander is on one of the worst teams
in baseball, but the Mariners dished out the money to keep
him a Mariner for what appears to possibly be the rest of his
career.

Four Alabama Players Arrested

Team Standinos
Men's Hockey

Men's Basketball

women's Basketball

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

1. Anna Maria 17-7
2. Albertus Magnus 20-3
3. Emerson 14-9
4. Johnson & Wales 12-11
5. St. Joseph's (Me.) 15-8
6. Suffolk 9-14
7. Rivier 12-14
8. Lasell 6-18
9. Emmanuel 4-19
10. Norwich 6-17
11. Mt. Ida 7-17

1. Emmanuel 18-5
2. Suffolk 17-5
3. Rivier 13-8
4. St. Joseph (CT) 12-10
5. Emerson 12-11
6. Albertus Magnus 17-5
7. Johnson & Wales 13-8
8. Lasell 10-12
9. Norwich 9-13
10.Simmons 9-14
11. Pine Manor 8-12
12. Mount Ida 6-16
13. Anna Maria 4-18

Wentworth 9-2-1
Nichols 7-3-1
Western New Eng. 7-5
Curry S-3-3
Salve Regina 4-6-2
Johnson & Wales 4-6-1
Suffolk 3-6-3
Becker 1-9-1

Crimson Tide freshmen football players Eddie Williams, Tyler
Hayes, D.J. Pettway and Brent Calloway were arrested and
suspended this past Tuesday. According to a police report,
Williams admitted that he physically assaulted another man,
rendering him unconscious. Williams then stole the man’s
credit card and made several purchases with it. Hayes and
Calloway also confessed to authorities in taking place in the
act. Hayes helped assault the man while Calloway used the
credit card to purchase snacks from vending machines in his
dormitory, Pettway was named an accomplice by Williams
but has not himself admitted to the crime.
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is looking for new writers

FOR THE FALL. You’lL BE ABLE TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE
WEEKLY PRODUCTIONS OF OUR NEWSPAPERS.
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Quarter Mark: In Depth Analysis of
Exciting Start to Shortened NHL Season
Roy Ben-Joseph
Journal Staff

Matt Bacon
Sports Editor
It seems like yesterday
when the NHL and NHLPA
reached an agreement to
end a weary three and a half
month lockout. As a matter
of fact, the first puck was
dropped only 30 days ago.
Usually, the first month of the
NHL season wouldn’t even be
worth talking about because
it would be barely 15 percent
of a full season. But the result
of a redundant lockout was
more than just misery to all
the loyal hockey fans across
the US and Canada. It also
resulted in a shortened season,
one that instead of 82 games
will end after only 48. Thirteen
games into the 2012-2013 NHL
season, we are past the quarter
point mark, which means
predictions, expectations, and
playoff pictures can be made.
Both
the
Chicago
Blackhawks and the Boston
Bruins have the best winning
percentage in their respective
conferences. Both teams also
had the best start to a season
in each franchise’s history
throughout 10 games. Chicago
is featuring an explosive
offense and power play that
involves
all-stars
Marian
Hossa, Patrick Kane and Patrick
Sharp. The team’s 42 goals are
second in the league, only one
behind Tampa Bay’s 43.
The Bruins boast a steel
defense; the same unit that
helped the Bruins win the
Stanley Cup in 2011. Led by
their Slovak captain, standing
at 6’9”, Zdeno Chara is the
tallest player to ever play in
the NHL. The Bruins defense
has been playing the most
physical game in hockey
featuring the same strong and
sometimes reckless, style that
earned them the top spot in
the penalty minutes category
last year. It is safe to assume
that the Bruins will once again
lead the league in fighting due
to their big bodies in the back
and front. This outstanding
defense managed to keep top
scoring teams off the board
and shut down opponents’ top
players.
The New York Rangers are
the Las Vegas favorites to win
their first Stanley Cup since
Mark Messier and company
did it in 1994. The Rangers fell
short in last year’s conference
finals to arch rival New
Jersey. Doubting the Rangers’
strength would be an act of
ignorance. The team, led by
2004 Stanley Cup winning
coach John Tortorella might
be stricken with one of the
worst power plays in the NHL,
but with Vezina trophy winner

goaltender Henrik Lundqvist
and the addition of forward
Rick Nash, who was the entire
Blue Jackets franchise by
himself for the last decade,
the Rangers look like a scary
contender. With the loss of
Brandon Prust to free agency
the team might have lost some
of its physical abilities, but
the return of a healthy Marian
Gaborik is more than enough
to make sure a Rangers offense
would be a nightmare for every
opponent. Gaborik scored over
40 goals for the
team last year and
his torn labrum
muscle
in
the
playoffs may have
cost the Rangers
their chance for the
Cup.
With that being
said, it is time
to look at how
things are coming
together as well as
the picture that is
being drawn for the
2013 NHL season
just past the quarter
point mark. Had the
season ended today,
trophies would be ----------distributed in the following
order:
Hart Memorial - Most
Thomas
Valuable
Player:
time
to
Vanek.
It
is
acknowledge one fact; as much
as Ryan Miller has consistently
been the entire defense for the
Buffalo Sabres, Thomas Vanek
has been their entire offense.
The Austrian born winger
currently leads the league in
both total points and goals
(IIG, 12A, 23P.) There is no
one more valuable to his team
than Thomas Vanek.
Vezina: Craig Anderson.
The Vezina trophy is given
to the best goaltender in
hockey. If the season ended
today, nobody has played
better throughout the first 13
games than Ottawa Senators
goaltender Craig Anderson.
Allowing on average 1.49 goals
per game, Anderson is simply
picking up from where he left
off after the Senators were
eliminated from the playoffs
in the first round by the New
York Rangers. Anderson was
the “Achilles Heel” for his team
during the 2011-2012 regular
season, but he came up huge
for Ottawa in the playoffs,
and the only reason his team
was eliminated was because
he was outperformed by the
best goaltender on the planet
and the Vezina winner in 2012,
the New York Rangers’ Henrik
Lundqvist.
Norris Trophy: Zdeno Chara.
Given to the best defender,
Zdeno Chara is very familiar
with winning and being a
final candidate for this prize.
When Chara came to the NHL
the league had to change the

rules regarding the limitations
of the stick length due to his
height. Chara not only has the
longest reach in the league and
a very physical style of play, he
also holds the record for the
hardest shot ever, recording a
velocity of 108.8 MPH at last
years All-Star Game. Chara
has been mentioned many
times as the best shutdown
defenseman in the league, due
to the low offensive numbers
that top players averaging
while playing against him. On

would win the Calder trophy,
which is given to the best
rookie.
Most
exciting
team:
Edmonton Oilers. No, it’s not
the time for the Oilers to make
the playoffs yet. But the Oilers
are the youngest team in the
league and boast young stars
like Taylor Hall, Ryan NugentHopkins, Nail Yakupov, and
Justin Schultz. The team is
over .500 and their young
core will only continue to get
better. The city of Edmonton

Photo courtesy of Wikimedia Commons

top of his stellar defensive
capabilities, Chara’s hard shot
and great vision make him
one of the better offensive
defensemen in the league.
Jack Adams Award: Randy
Carlyle. Randy Carlyle, as for
now, is the best coach in hockey.
That might be shocking, but
the Toronto Maple Leafs are
the most valuable team in
hockey, valued at $521 million
U.S. dollars. Has the franchise
been that successful? Quite
the opposite, they have been
far from that. Over the years
the Leafs have been involved
with questionable trades and
signings, firing a GM days
before the beginning of a
season. The Maple Leafs have
not made the playoffs since
2004, and have a Stanley Cup
drought of 46 years. In 2013
the team is ranked second in
the Northeast Division and is
very much within the playoff
picture, all thanks to Carlyle
who was appointed as head
coach before the end of the
2012 season. They will make
the playoffs if they keep up
this pace. Division title? That
might be too soon. The Maple
Leafs will probably keep
trailing their hated rivals from
Boston who have won seven
straight games against the
Leafs. Boston looks too strong
for Toronto for now.
Calder Trophy: Vladimir
Tarasenko. The Russian winger
from the St. Louis Blues has
been nothing but a blast this
year. He leads all rookies in
scoring (5G, 5A, lOP.) The
Blues have fallen into a recent
slump, but if the season ended
today, their 22 year-old winger

is no stranger to young and
exciting teams. After all, in
the 1980s they had arguably
the greatest dynasty in NHL
history led by future Hall of
Earners Mark Messier and the
“Great One,” Wayne Gretzky.
That Oilers team won five
Stanley Cups in the 1980s.
Most Disappointing Team:
Los Angeles Kings. Nothing
else needs to be said. When
you are the defending champ
and you start the season under
.500 people will talk and
mock. Captain Dustin Brown
is far from being on top of his
game and defenseman Drew
Doughty has been playing so
bad that his -F/- record stands
at -10, totally unacceptable
from a defending champ.
Major offensive players like
Anze Kopitar are struggling,
last years Vezina runner-up
Jonathan Quick has been off
to a slow start, and the team’s
defense has been plagued
by injuries, most notably to
alternate captain Matt Greene.
Double
Strength:
St.
Louis power play and Bruins
defense. The St. Louis power
play has been off to a whitehot start, leading the NHL with
a conversion percentage of
34.8. Forwards Chris Stewart
and Patrik Berglund have each
tallied three goals with the man
advantage to account for six of
St. Louis’ 16 power play goals
this season. The Bruins defense
has limited MVP candidate
Thomas Vanek to a one shot
on goal in a full game. It seems
even though the Bruins switch
between their two backup
goalies from last years after
the leave of absence from 2011

playoff MVP goaltender Tin
Thomas, they still manage tc
defend so well that the tean
allowed only 2 goals in th(
last 3 games. The Bruins hav<
the highest average height anc
weight among players in th<
NHL, and their defense is mor(
physical and scary than ever.
Double Weakness: Rangers
power play. The New Yorl
Rangers power play ha
been so weak in the last tw(
years that it gets the “Doubl
Weakness” trophy from u
conclusively. Despite havini
an offense boasting the likes o
Marian Gaborik, Brad Richards
Rick Nash, and young up-and
comers like Chris Kreider an
Carl Hagelin, the power pla
has been completely unable t
click, wallowing consistent!
in the bottom three powe
plays in the league. It migh
be time to bring in a powe
play specialist as an assistar
coach, something Tortorell
has voiced opposition to in th
past.
Best Signing: Jaromir Jag
When you play the mo:
violent and physical sport i
the world, nobody would t
surprised when your caret
ends in your early-mid 30
But when you are a formt
NHL MVP and won awards ft
top scorer in 1992 and 19S
and you are still playing :
the age of 41 and scoring ft
the Dallas Stars, you have i
win this category. The Sta
made a bet on Jagr and wc
it. Jagr is ranked eighth
points all time and since tl
seven people who precede hi
in this category are Canadii
nationals, Jaromir Jagr
officially the top non-Canadii
scorer in NHL history.
Worst Signing - 0
Jokinen, It is certain th
the Winnipeg Jets had got
intentions when they sign'
Jokinen to a two year, ni
million dollar deal. After £
the 34-year-old Jokinen had
points for the Calgary Flam
last year. But with two go:
and four points after a quart
of a season, Jokinen has r
lived up to expectations.
Despite its length a
the drama preceding it, tl
season has already prov
to be an exciting one. Sot
new players and new tea:
are establishing names :
themselves, and the stakes ;
getting higher with each gan
While it is still too early :
anything to be set in stone,
is always exciting to anah
the ups and downs of tea
and players around the leag
The rest of this season shoi
prove to be just as eventful
the first 12 games, and bef(
we know it, it will be play
time once again.
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Rams ready to end regular season
in style, prepare for playoffs
The playoffs consist of only
three games: a quarterfinal,
________ Journal Staff a semi-final and the final. If
Having played 22 games the Rams hit their form at
in the regular season so far,
not counting the preseason
exhibition game in New
Hampshire, the Rams are
currently 8-14. Eight wins are
what the Rams achieved last
season, and now they have a
chance to improve. There are
only three games left in the
regular season and then it’s
time for the critical playoff
stage. Senior Co-Captain Matt
Pepdjonovic who has been a
part of the team since 2009,
understands how important
it is to get into a good streak
prior to the playoffs.
“The last games of the
regular season will be very
crucial for us. We need
momentum going into the
playoffs so wins are a must”
Pepdjonovic said. The last three
games are against Mount Ida,
Emerson and Rivier, all teams
that the Rams are capable of
beating. Earlier this season
Suffolk beat both Mount Ida
and Rivier, while the Emerson the right time they could very
game was postponed by the well win the league trophy this
snow storm Nemo. The “battle year. When asked the question
of Tremont Street” has been of how he would celebrate
moved from Saturday Feb. 9 if the rams win the GNAC,
until Thursday Feb. 16.
Pepdjonovic had no doubts

Vassili Stroganov

Anna Maria game was a tough
one we let slip away. We
had the lead at the half and
we were feeling confident,
but at the end we defeated
ourselves. It’s hard to win
any game when you turn
over the ball 28 times,”
Pepdjonovic said. Anna Maria
is without any doubt an
extremely competitive team
that seems to be the strongest
at the moment in the GNAC
conference. Anna Maria beat
both Albertus Magnus and
recently Suffolk. The Rams
played a first half in which
they were leading 20-12 at
one point, and it was 36-33 at
the half Anna Maria started
to dominate the game in the
second half In the end the
Anna Maria Cats (AMCats)
won the game 74-61. The
Rams were close, but it was
simply not their day. Even
though Suffolk lost the game,
there were positive elements
like Colin Halpin’s 21 points
Photo courtesy of Suffolk Athletics and Matt Pepdjonivic’s 12
. rebounds. The Rams have
moved on and are now ready
celebration reaction would The winter break struggles to finish the regular season in
be to jump on my teammates were long gone and the Rams style. The most important part
and cause a big pile up on the got back to their dynamic of the season is coming up
center court of the host team’s game. The only game where very soon.
gym floor,” Pepdjonovic said.
they seemed to struggle was
The Rams played some the Anna Maria game. ’’The
and he confidently substituted
the word “if’ with the word
“when”: “When we win the
GNAC conference my only

terrific games at the end of
January when they defeated
first seeded Albertus Magnus
and other great GNAC teams.

Lady Rams continue success
into finai week of the season
Jeremy Hayes
Asst. Sports Editor
A blizzard is not going to
slow the Suffolk Lady Rams,
but it will cost them a game.
Their conference game against
Simmons has been postponed
until Thursday, which means
the final week of the regular
season will feature three
games, each being every other
day.
After a milestone of a week
for Jacqueline Vienneau, she is
not going to let a blizzard get
in the team’s way of winning.
The Lady Rams plan to finish
the season strong going into
the final week, and players like
Vienneau know how important
rest is.
“I think Nemo was a good
thing for us as a team, because
of the storm, we were able
to get a couple days off from
basketball to relax and get our
legs back,” said Vienneau. “This
was beneficial to us at this
point in the season because
this is the time when everyone
starts to feel tired and run
down. We are now able to
approach this final week of

games with fresh minds and
bodies.”
As the Lady Rams had
the weekend off, it gave
Vienneau time to appreciate
her accomplishments. The
biggest
milestone
that

accomplishments has made
me feel that my hard work has
paid off.”
The Lady Rams are a potent
threat for the other GNAC
teams, and going into the
postseason, every team will
hope they do not have to face
Emmanuel or Suffolk.
The Lady Rams play late
Tuesday against Mount Ida,
then will play their make-up
game at Simmons. They will
then continue to the final
game of the season, on the
road against the No. 1 team in
the GNAC, Emmanuel. If they
go undefeated or if Emmanuel
loses a game, the Lady Rams
could capture the No. 1 seed
for the postseason.
“We are very excited for
the final week of our season,”
said Vienneau. “We have the
chance to take first place in
our conference if we go 3-0
Photo courtesy of Suffolk Athletics this week. Our plan is to take
“It was very exciting for me one game at a time and be as
Vienneau hit was surpassing
1,000 points, but maybe even to achieve these milestones, best prepared as we possibly
more impressive, having 500 probably one of the best can be.”
rebounds as a guard. The third feelings I have ever felt,” said
milestone was her 300th assist, Vienneau. “Basketball is my
and assists from Vienneau are passion and something I love
very much so achieving these
the key to winning games.

